ABSTRACT Vehicle-solar-grid (VSG) integration is a novel vehicle-to-grid concept that utilizes otherwise underemployed residential grid-tied solar inverters and electric vehicle batteries to provide ancillary services to the grid. The bidirectional flow of power in turn can provide revenue that can offset the cost of the vehicle and the photovoltaic system. This paper describes the VSG concept and the design and construction of an installation, which has demonstrated it in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE advent of large numbers of electric vehicles will soon constitute a major resource of distributed electric storage capacity in the U.S. These vehicles are usually in use only a few hours a day and can be plugged in to the grid the rest of the time.
Similarly, there is an increasing number of solar photovoltaic installations with grid-tied inverters which are idle during the night-time hours. VSG seeks to provide the key linking technology to combine these hitherto under-utilized assets to provide a distributed, dispatchable electric storage capability to the grid and revenue to support an incentive to offset the additional cost of both the vehicle and the solar PV system.
As described by the Vehicle-to Grid (V2G) pioneers at the University of Delaware and AC Propulsion [1] - [4] , the Independent System Organizations who are responsible for operating the grid solicit bids daily for ancillary services, typically hour by hour for the following day, and accept enough bids to satisfy their need for frequency regulation, typically about 1% of system capacity. Winners get paid the bid price, assuming they actually deliver what they promised. There are many other details, but broadly this is the source of the revenue we are seeking to realize with the VSG technology. This revenue can amount to several thousand dollars per year per vehicle, enough to offset the incremental cost of the electric vehicle and incentivize the solar PV installation as long as the cost of the linking technology can be minimized. This opportunity provided the impetus for this project and focused it on cost reduction.
The V2G concept is claiming an increasing share of interest and funding. There is a major program at the Los Angeles Airport Air Force base with 13 bidirectional chargers for a fleet of Nissan Leaf Electric Vehicles [5] . There is a follow on from the University of Delaware project at the University of California-San Diego involving NRG Energy's EVgo charging technology and Southern California Edison [6] , [7] .
There is controversy about whether DC fast charging and the required connectors will become universal and coalesce around one design, either the Japanese sponsored CHAdeMO or the US-German SAE CCS standard. The consensus seems to be that DC in some form is here to stay [8] .
There is concern as to the effect of extra cycling on the life of the vehicle battery. For frequency regulation and for smoothing the output of solar PV installations, the excursions in battery state of charge are small enough that the effect on battery life is minimal [9] .
The novel feature to be described in this paper [10] , [11] is the use of the quick-charge DC port on the vehicle battery to provide DC power to an existing grid-tied PV inverter to achieve bidirectional power flow to and from the grid in a DC coupled configuration. The virtue of this approach is the use of an existing inverter and net metering installation to provide valuable ancillary services to the grid at minimum cost. There was considerable skepticism in the local engineering community at the start that this could be done. However, with support from the National Science Foundation we have succeeded technically. This paper describes the VSG concept and the equipment built to test it. A subsequent paper will describe the results of the test program [12] .
The schematic diagram in Fig. 1 shows the specialized VSG Electric Vehicle Service Equipment interface developed during this project. There are two connections to the vehicle. One is a standard J-1772 level 2 AC connection to the onboard charger to charge the battery after use. It is equipped with a Time-of-Use switch to perform charging when power is cheapest if desired.
The other connection is the quick-charge DC connection direct to the battery pack. It provides a high current path to take power from the grid or give it back in response to requests from the electric utility Independent System Operator (ISO).
The Electric Vehicle (EV) used in this demonstration was a 2004 Ford F-150 pickup truck which was converted to a Plug-in Electric Hybrid Vehicle (PHEV) by Partnerships One, LLC [13] , [14] It is shown connected to the EV of this project in Fig. 2 . 
II. THE EVPV
To connect the vehicle to the grid the EVSE has been modified and extended to provide bidirectional power flow using a photovoltaic grid-tied inverter to feed power back from the vehicle battery. The modified device, which could now be designated an Electric Vehicle PhotoVoltaic (EVPV) interface, consists of the original EVSE and a 12 × 24 × 30 inch NEMA 4 enclosure containing the bidirectional power electronics and communication and control equipment mounted on a Unistrut frame together with a bidirectional, revenue-grade kW hour meter, a local, fused disconnect and the inverter. A single solar panel serves as a roof to keep the rain off and provides a solar output signal to the control system.
Originally we had planned to connect to the truck with a single cable and plug meeting the SAE J-1772 level 1 DC quick charge specification, which allows for AC and highcurrent DC connection through the same pins. This appeared too complex and risky in terms of switching and safety concerns, and the two-cable approach, which is compatible with the Japanese CHAdeMO standard has been chosen. For a commercial offering, the single cable SAE CCS plug will be preferred for those American and German vehicles which can use it. Tesla vehicles have a proprietary single cable system.
We had hoped that with the appropriate EV battery voltage it would be possible to connect the battery directly to the solar inverter for minimum cost. This is indeed possible with an inverter designed specifically for this type of operation, such as the Princeton Power Systems DRI-10. 1 This inverter is unique in that it has two DC-DC converter inputs that can interface with a high voltage battery pack and a solar PV system, but it requires investing in an expensive specialty inverter. An alternative for battery backup is offered by offgrid PV systems with a separate inverter and switches to island the local PV system from the grid in an outage. 2 These however are limited to 48 V DC. We want a universal, flexible interface between any vehicle battery at any voltage and any PV inverter. Finding a solution to this problem has demanded most of the technical effort in this project.
This requirement for a universal interface is reinforced by the fact that the frequency regulation signal is proportional, not on-off. Proportional control could be accommodated by controlling a fleet of vehicles so that the required number were switched on or off to provide the desired output, but an individual proportional control is more elegant, and fortunately available. Modern battery chargers based on switching power supplies are also useable as DC-DC converters. The solution was to use two modified Manzanita Micro PFC-40 chargers, one as the off-board 10 kW charger/down regulator, and the other as a DC-DC converter to raise the vehicle battery voltage of 230 V to the inverter requirement of 300 + V and proportionately control the up regulation out- put. These chargers have an easily adjustable output voltage control and a current control that can be switched from a manual potentiometer on the front panel to remote current control via a relay and a 0-5 V signal at the rear.
The complete EVPV internals are shown in the wiring diagram, Fig. 3 . The two Manzanita units are shown within a dotted outline box designating the NEMA enclosure along with switches & wiring to perform the power electronic functions of VSG. The rear elevation view shows the inverter and the major components on the other side of the Unistrut structure which handle the AC input/output. 240 V split phase AC power comes in at the lower left of the rear elevation through a GE 02S 120-480 CL200 KV2C net meter. The power is routed through a fused disconnect to the VSG enclosure and to a 10 kW isolation transformer for the chargers. The transformer proved necessary because the Manzanita chargers have no isolation and the input is direct connected to the output and to the control electronics.
Isolated 240 V power is routed through switches 3, which are solid-state SCR relays for reliability and long life, to the 10 kW off-board charger. The DC output of the charger is fed through a shunt to measure the DC current and 75 amp quick blow fuses to the direct DC connection to the 230 V vehicle battery at the lower right.
Power from the battery is fed back through the same fuses, another shunt and contactor 2 to the input to the PFC-40 HM used as a DC-DC converter. The outputs of both charger and DC-DC converter are unswitched because the Manzanitas need a load on start up to avoid overvoltage.
The DC output of the PFC-40 HM converter, boosted from 230 V to 360 V, is fed to the inverter in parallel with an 11,000 µF, 400 V capacitor to provide the converter with a starting load until its regulation circuit can take hold. The AC output of the 10 kW SMA 10000 TL-US transformerless inverter is brought back into the EVPV enclosure through separate current and voltage measurements and connected to the AC inlet. AC power is fed to the door of the enclosure to power the power meters for up and down regulation, the Ethernet switch, and the site controller microcontroller which sequences the operation of the major hardware items.
Additional isolated 240 V AC is taken off through switch 1 and a 30 Amp ground fault protection circuit breaker to the J-1772 level 2 EVSE equipment mounted below the enclosure which supplies 5 kW of on-board charging power to recharge the vehicle.
In discussion with PJM, the Mid Atlantic Regional Transmission Organization, it became clear that specialized, professional help would expedite creation of a workable VOLUME 3, NO. 3, SEPTEMBER 2016 interface with their regulation signal. Customized Energy Solutions, Ltd, (CES) has the expertise to create the interface and the 24-hour staff to monitor it when it is in place. A subcontract with them was undertaken to provide these services. This has proven very satisfactory.
Frequency regulation involves two-way communication with PJM. They send requests for regulation power up and down, and it is the responsibility of the generator to respond and to provide data on the actual output or input of power as a fraction of their assigned capacity. In revenue operation the bidirectional meter on the AC line could provide this information, but for test purposes two Dent Power Scout 3 meters, which measure voltage and current and deliver calculated power results in a variety of formats have been installed. The Dent Power scouts communicate via modbus with the CES ''Director'' located in the net zero energy house at GridSTAR through an Ethernet switch, which also communicates with the site controller microcontroller unit that operates the high power switches in the EVPV. The microcontroller converts regulation requests derived from PJM signals via CES into commands to the off-board charger and the DC-DC converter.
III. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Development of the site controller micro-controller, which acts as the interface between the Director and the power electronics in the EVPV as well as the control and communication software to operate the controller, was subcontracted to the Thomas D. Larson Pennsylvania Transportation Institute (LTI) at Penn State University's State College, PA, campus. The logic diagram underlying the software is shown below.
The microcontroller is running all the time that the EVSE is receiving 240 V AC power. Connection of the 50 Amp DC cable direct to the vehicle battery provides a measure of the battery state of charge as well as a high power route for bidirectional power flow.
The controller detects when the vehicle is plugged in for charging via a 6 V signal on the J-1772 plug derived from 12 V DC in the truck. This triggers an initial charging event via the on-board 5 kW charger to bring the battery pack up from whatever level was left by the last operation of the vehicle to a mid range state of charge, suitable for regulation service. This operation could be delayed in response to wholesale power price signals, which are available via the PJM link, to avoid overloading the local distribution system and to take advantage of lower prices in the evening, but this level of sophistication has not been implemented.
Following the initial charging event, the controller waits for PV output to diminish in the evening to the point at which regulation revenue is greater than the value of the PV power being produced. When the marginal solar energy condition is satisfied, the controller goes into regulation mode in which it switches the inverter from solar to battery input and powers up the off-board 10 kW charger and DC-DC converter.
PJM provides a regulation signal specifically for battery systems in compliance with FERC Order 755 [15] , which capitalizes on the fast response of electric storage media and rewards them accordingly. This ''Reg D'' signal [16] sent every second is a number, positive or negative, representing the power to be supplied or taken from the grid up to the maximum for which the generator is qualified. The signal is symmetric (and the revenue is also. There is no credit for excess in either direction). It is intended to be exactly neutral to avoid over charging or depleting storage battery packs, and a bias signal is available to maintain neutrality since the round trip efficiency is less than 100%.
For this test the bias signal was not used. Instead the regulation signal is converted into up or down regulation and percent of rated power. The up and down signal activates the appropriate relay to switch the DC-DC converter or the charger from manual to proportional control. The percent power signal is then applied to the proportional control to deliver the requested power. Because the inverter needs a small power input to remain synchronized with the grid, there is a small dead band of approximately plus and minus 0.5 Amp (120 W) below which regulation is inactive and both the charger and DC-DC converter are in manual mode.
At the each signal zero, the controller cycles through the regulation sequence again. Because the controller is always checking to see if it has enough battery capacity to charge or discharge and skipping the cycles for which it doesn't, the controller will keep the vehicle pack roughly centered at the expense of missed up or down regulation cycles and a poorer score on compliance. A commercial system will use the PJM bias signal to avoid this problem.
In the morning when the PV output is more valuable than the regulation revenue, the controller switches out of regulation and completes the charging process to provide the driver with a fully charged battery pack for the day's driving, or whatever partial charge is requested. The inverter reverts to solar PV power output. If no driving is done and the pack is fully charged, the unit will only offer up regulation during the next night-time period until the pack voltage decreases enough to take down regulation power.
Many variants on this basic scheme are possible to accommodate different driver requirements and to optimize ancillary service revenue, but this is the basic VSG architecture.
IV. HARDWARE SHAKE DOWN
The preliminary tests of power transfer were done at LTI to develop the power electronics and the control system at the same location simultaneously. LTI has a 150 kW Aerovironment ABC-150 battery simulator, which makes such development possible and safer than with an actual large battery pack.
A great deal of difficulty was encountered in making the DC-DC converter send power through a grid-tied solar inverter to the grid. The converter needs a load on its output to prevent the output voltage from soaring to destructive levels before the voltage regulation circuit takes over. At start up a temporary load is required. The solution is a massive capacitor. An 11,000 µF, 450 V electrolytic capacitor has been used. The capacitor is left connected to the inverter input when switched to solar operation. There is a 10-k bypass resistor to dissipate the stored energy on shutdown.
There may be an advantage in having this capacitor on the inverter inlet. PV inverters fail fairly frequently, requiring an expensive replacement. The reason for failure is that the 60 Hz output of the inverter imposes a substantial 60 Hz ripple on the inlet capacitors, and they fail relatively early. The presence of massive additional capacitance on the inlet may alleviate this problem.
Even with the extra capacitance on the inlet, the DC-DC converter would not feed power to the inverter. The converter output voltage would overshoot the maximum before settling down toward the preset voltage, not delivering any current, thinking that it was connected to a fully charged battery. The solution was to modify the converter to have a sloppier current-voltage characteristic so that it provides some current even at higher voltages.
The other part of the problem was that the inverter takes a long time to synchronize with the grid. This is a very complex process governed by specification UL1741, and only by experiments with two inverters did we understand the process and accommodate it. The first success was with a Delta 3.3 kW inverter. When the Delta Inverter was connected directly to the ABC 150 it synchronized with the grid after 5 minutes. This gave us our first successful transfer of power from a non-photovoltaic source to a PV inverter Having achieved success at transferring power, we then tested the DC-DC converter as an intermediary between the ABC-150 source and the Delta inverter. With the ABC-150 set at 230 V, 10 Amps, representing the vehicle battery, and the converter set at 320 V output to match the inverter requirement, we got 240 W output. This test demonstrated successful transfer through the DC-DC converter to a transformer-type inverter, which has been the most commonly installed up to date.
Our main inverter is a SMA 10,000TL-US model, a more modern design than the Delta. The 10,000TL has a 10 kW rating, and is transformerless. Until recently, because of concerns about failure modes that could lead to DC PV power connecting to the grid, and the desire to ground one side of the PV array, inverters were ''galvanically isolated'' with a high frequency transformer between the input stage and the PWM output stage that creates the 60 Hz sine wave output. This transformer is an expensive and heavy component. The trend is to transformerless inverters, which use ungrounded arrays and no transformer. We wanted to test the most advanced design, but wound up testing both.
The SMA took 15 minutes to synchronize, but it worked as well with the DC-DC converter as the Delta when it got going. We have the Sunny Web communications gear to be able to communicate with the SMA inverter and change its settings. This has allowed us to test it in both Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) mode in which the inverter varies its impedance looking for the maximum power that the PV array can deliver and in Constant Voltage (CV) mode in which the inverter operates at a constant 76% of the open circuit voltage of the array. The converter will feed power in both modes, but the current is smoother in CV mode, as one might expect.
With a successful demonstration in Constant Voltage mode accomplished, we changed the parameters of the SMA to MPPT mode with the Sunny Web Box and did a more comprehensive series of measurements. With the output limited by the DC-DC converter to keep the ABC-150 under its current limit of 20 Amps, the results are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4 . After several false starts, we were able to transfer currents between 0 and 14 Amps at the input setting of 230 V (0-3200 Watts). The wait time for synchronizing is shown at approximately 900 seconds (15 minutes). This is a considerable nuisance with this inverter. Even a momentary loss of input causes it to delay resynchronizing by 5 minutes. These long times may be a consequence of the poor power quality at the LTI due to air compressors, etc.
The range of currents in Table 1 could be delivered under current control of the DC-DC converter up to the limit imposed by the ABC-150. At both high currents, when the ABC had lapsed into current control mode and the voltage fell to 60 V, and at low currents, the efficiency of transfer is only 75%. Above 6 Amps from the ABC-150, but below its limit of 20 Amps, the efficiency of the converter-inverter combination was in the neighborhood of 85%.
Following a successful demonstration of power transfer under control of the manual current control knob of the DC-DC Converter, the next step was to test control through the remote current control accessory of the charger and the converter. This accessory is intended to permit control of the charger output by a J-1772 interface to match the limitations of various vehicles. It consists of a 12 V relay, which switches current control from the front panel knob to a rear panel 10-pin connector with an input pin for a 0-5 V current control signal that will output from zero to the full current of which the charger or converter is capable.
The initial test involved charging the 48 V battery from the off-board charger on 240 V AC. The results plotted as DC current vs. control voltage applied to the remote control pin are shown in the accompanying Fig. 5 . They showed good reproducibility up to a control voltage of 2.5 V at which the input current was close to the maximum charger rating of 40 Amps. This is roughly half the expected maximum control voltage of 5V. The results are reasonably linear, permitting a proportional response to a down regulation request from PJM.
The calibration of the DC-DC converter is shown in Fig. 6 at input DC voltages of 125 and 234 V, the latter being the nominal truck battery pack voltage at a 50% state of charge.
In this case the linearity is very acceptable, and the slope is about as expected, but the input power is limited to 3.3 kW by a current limit of 14 A, instead of the 40 Amp rating of the PFC-40. The reason for this was not understood, but a meaningful test of VSG could be achieved at lower power at GridSTAR.
V. MICROCONTROLLER DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND TEST
A site controller microcontroller is required to stand between the ''Director'' which receives the PJM signal over the internet and the power electronics which do the work. The site controller sequences the actions of the switches and charger/converter remote controls to achieve vehicle charging and frequency regulation. A PIC development board from Mikro Electronika was chosen for this service. It is shown in Fig. 7 . The site controller was developed at LTI while the power electronics were being qualified.
The main processor is shown just to the right of the liquid crystal display, which outputs operational states and error messages. Digital and analog inputs and outputs are isolated by the interface units lined up at the bottom. The inputs are the J1772 connected 6V signal and the 0-5 V solar day/night signal. The outputs are switch 1 for charging, switches 2 and 3 for regulation, the remote control relays for up and down regulation, and an external LED to indicate site controller operation status outside the enclosure.
Three analog input/output isolators are located at the top left. One input monitors the signal from Customized Energy Solutions. The digital input from the Director is converted to a 0-5V analog signal in the EVPV and after isolation is read by the site controller as an analog input with 2.50 V as zero, 5 V as full up reg. and 0 V as full down reg. The other two output isolators send the resulting proportional analog outputs to the charger and the DC-DC converter respectively. The state of charge signal from the nominal 230 V truck battery is input via an optically isolating 100:1 LEM voltage divider that provides a 0-50 mA output.
Up and down reg. relays select either the charger or the DC-DC converter to be operational proportionately with the other left on a preset manual control until it is called upon. This mode of operation allows for the DC-DC converter to continue to feed a small amount of power to the inverter to keep it synchronized. We have confirmed that the transition from manual to remote control can be negotiated without loosing synchronization.
The site controller micro computer takes 12 V DC power from a 1.5 amp supply plugged into half the 240 V supply. Another supply provides 12 V power to the input/output system. A third power supply provides plus and minus 12 V to the LEM, and a fourth supplies the Ethernet switch. The site controller was successfully mated with the CES Securenet TM director on Sep. 8, 2013, at Penn State, as shown in Fig. 8 with the authors.
A. INSTALLATION AT GridSTAR
Integration with the PJM signal required installation of the unit at Penn State's GridSTAR facility at the Philadelphia Navy Yard where the requisite CES/PJM signal is available. The framework and enclosure had been installed earlier, as shown above in Fig 2. An initial test confirmed that the system could provide down regulation by delivering power from the grid directly to the truck battery pack. The remote control provided almost the full rated power of the off-board charger at 35 Amps 240 V AC or 8.4 kW. The DC-DC converter could take power from the truck battery and send it through the inverter to the grid. The maximum output was limited to 5-7 kW at an input less than full current control voltage, more than had been noted at LTI in the calibration experiments reported above, but still less than its rating. This limitation is not understood at present, but we have established that the power electronics are functional under remote control for both up and down regulation from the truck to the grid and back again.
The communication link from CES to the director in the net zero energy house and on to the EVPV at curbside had been established earlier. The connection could provide control signals from CES and return data on the power sent to or from the grid in frequency regulation mode. It remained to demonstrate transmission of regulation requests from CES to the micro controller in the EVPV and their conversion by its software into commands to the power electronics to provide regulation service. This was accomplished on Jan. 10, 2013.
We confirmed that signals sent from CES actually resulted in an output on the up regulation remote control plug that would cause the DC-DC converter to send power back to the grid and that the output varied appropriately with variations in the signal.
VI. CONCLUSION
This completed the feasibility demonstration of our technology to provide ancillary services to the utility grid based on existing electric vehicles and existing solar inverters, the core of VSG technology. We demonstrated the critical step of passing current from a vehicle battery through a residential grid-tied inverter for frequency regulation and other purposes such as demand charge management. We showed that both transformer and transformerlsess inverters can be used. We have operated the transformerless inverter in both Maximum Power Point Tracking and Constant Voltage modes. We now have a functional installation, which is being used for further testing and VSG operation.
The installation shown in Fig. 3 was fairly expensive. Those ''skilled in the art'' of power electronic design will readily see opportunities to cost reduce it toward the target of less than $3000 per unit ($0.30 per Watt) by using the same power electronics for both charging and DC-DC conversion, or by using low cost silicon controlled rectifiers for the charging function. 
